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Element Risk Management Acquires Ira G. Mohler Insurance Agency
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WEST CHESTER, PA — Element Risk Management, an independent insurance agency based out of West Chester, PA, recently announced its acquisition

of Ira G. Mohler Insurance Agency, a respected insurance agency with a rich history of excellence in their community and in the industry.

Founded by Ira G. Mohler in 1936, Ira G. Mohler Insurance Agency has been a pillar in the Pennsylvania insurance landscape for over 75 years.

Throughout its storied history, the agency has been dedicated to providing quality, comprehensive insurance products to Pennsylvania residents. As a

multi-line independent insurance agency, Ira G. Mohler Insurance Agency has specialized in commercial insurance and employee bene�ts programs and

they represent over 50 companies, enabling them to offer their clients a complete suite of tailored insurance solutions.

“Ira G. Mohler Insurance Agency’s long standing local reputation is a testament to their team’s unwavering commitment to clients,” said Dave Rivell,

Partner at Element Risk Management. “This acquisition is a natural �t for us, and we are excited to preserve and build upon the agency’s legacy.”

Clients of Ira G. Mohler Insurance Agency will seamlessly transition to Element Risk Management, gaining access to an even broader portfolio of

insurance solutions and services, including commercial insurance, personal insurance, risk management services, employee bene�ts and �nancial

services. For more information about Element Risk Management, visit www.elementrisk.com.

For the latest news on everything happening in Chester County and the surrounding area, be sure to follow MyChesCo on Google News.
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